Provided are an armature and a method for producing the armature with increased production efficiency. In a cross sectional plane perpendicular to a center axis line (C) of an annular core (2), a connection projection (22) and a connection recess (32) have complementary configurations in which the connection projection and the connection recess are narrowed in width with distance from coupling surfaces (21, 31), the connection projection (22) and the connection recess (21) respectively include a pair of friction surfaces (23, 24) and a pair of friction surfaces (33, 34) extending in a direction separate from the coupling surfaces (21, 31), the friction surface (23) of the connection projection (22) is inclined relative to a virtual normal line (PL) perpendicular to a line connecting bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces (23, 24) of the connection projection (22), and the friction surface (33) of the connection recess (32) is inclined relative to a virtual normal line (PL) perpendicular to a line connecting bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces (33, 34) of the connection recess (32).
Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an armature and a method for producing the armature.

Background Art

[0002] Patent Literature 1 describes a method for producing an annular core used in an armature. Such an annular core is produced through the following steps.

(1) A plurality of split iron core pieces are prepared.
(2) In a die unit, the plurality of split iron core pieces are formed in an annularly arranged state, the split iron core pieces are further laminated on the annularly arranged split iron core pieces, an annular intermediate body with split cores annularly connected is formed, and the intermediate body is ejected from the die unit.
(3) For example, dimensional accuracy of the intermediate body ejected from the die unit is inspected, and when necessary, heat treatment is performed.
(4) Each of the split cores is decoupled to disconnect the intermediate body. A winding wire is wound on each of the obtained split cores.
(5) The split cores with the winding wires wound are annularly reassembled to obtain the annular core.
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Summary of Invention

Solution to Problem

[0005] Incidentally, both end faces of each of the split cores in a circumferential direction are formed as coupling surfaces. With the split cores annularly connected, the coupling surfaces of the adjacent split cores abut on each other. Patent Literature 2 and Patent Literature 3 disclose that the coupling surfaces of the split cores are formed with bulged portions, constricted portions or protruding portions and these portions are elastically fitted, thereby increasing the strength of connection between the split cores.

[0006] The inventors have considered a required strength of connection between the split cores in the armature produced through the above steps (1) to (5).

[0007] The steps (2) and (3) require the strength of connection of the extent to which the split cores are not decoupled by an external force acting at the time of ejecting the intermediate body from the die unit, or an external force acting at the time of conveying or inspecting the intermediate body. Consequently, the strength of connection is preferably high.

[0008] However, since the step (4) needs to decouple the split cores, workability is decreased when the strength of connection is too high. Thus, the inventors have found that production efficiency of the armature cannot be increased by simply increasing the strength of connection.

[0009] Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to provide an armature with increased production efficiency, and a method for producing the armature.

Technical Solution

[0010] An armature according to an aspect of the present invention is an armature for an electric motor or a generator, the armature including:

- a plurality of split cores mutually connected to form an annular core; and
- a winding wire wound on each of the split cores, wherein a connection projection and a connection recess are formed on coupling surfaces located on both ends of each of the split cores in a circumferential direction to mutually connect adjacent ones of the split cores, and
- wherein, in a cross sectional plane perpendicular to a center axis line of the annular core:

  - the connection projection and the connection recess have complementary configurations in which the connection projection and the connection recess are narrowed in width with distance from the coupling surfaces;
  - each of the connection projection and the connection recess includes a pair of friction surfaces extending in a direction separate from the coupling surfaces;
  - at least one of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection is inclined relative to a virtual normal line that is perpendicular to a line connecting bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection; and
  - at least one of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection recess is inclined relative to a virtual normal line that is perpendicular to a line connecting bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection recess.

[0011] According to the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the connection projection and the connection recess have the complementary configurations in which the connection projection and the
connection recess are narrowed in width with distance from the coupling surfaces, and at least one of the friction surfaces is inclined relative to the virtual normal line. This does not decouple the split cores unless the split core is moved in a determined direction. Also, a force of friction between the friction surfaces can obtain an adequate strength of connection. This resists decoupling the split cores even when an unintended external force is applied, for example, at the time of ejection from a die unit, or during conveyance or inspection.

[0012] Also, according to the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the connection projection and the connection recess have the complementary configurations in which the connection projection and the connection recess are narrowed in width with distance from the coupling surfaces, and at least one of the friction surfaces is inclined relative to the virtual normal line. This can easily decouple the split cores without interference between the friction surfaces by moving the split core in the determined direction. When the split core is moved in a direction opposite to the direction in the case of decoupling the split cores, the split cores can easily be connected to assemble the annular core. Further, in the aspect of the present invention, a state of connection between the split cores is not maintained by mesh of the mutual friction surfaces, inclined relative to the virtual normal line, of the connection projection and the connection recess. In the aspect of the present invention, the state of connection between the split cores is maintained by the force of friction between the friction surfaces. This can easily decouple the split cores and assemble the annular core.

[0013] Thus, the armature according to the aspect of the present invention can easily maintain the state of connection between the split cores, and can easily decouple the split cores and assemble the annular core.

[0014] In the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, one of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection is inclined relative to the virtual normal line that is perpendicular to the line connecting bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection, the other of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection is parallel to the virtual normal line, one of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection recess is inclined relative to the virtual normal line, and the other of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection recess is parallel to the virtual normal line.

[0015] According to the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the connection projection can be disconnected from the connection recess by moving the split core along one of the pair of the friction surfaces of the connection projection or the connection recess, but movement of the split core along the other of the pair of the friction surfaces is inhibited by interference between the friction surfaces or action of a force of friction between the friction surfaces. Accordingly, the direction in which the split cores are disconnected is determined.

This can easily maintain the state of connection between the split cores.

[0016] In the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the friction surface inclined relative to the virtual normal line is inclined steeper toward an outer diameter side or an inner diameter side of the annular core with distance from the coupling surfaces of the connection projection and the connection recess.

[0017] According to the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, when the friction surface inclined relative to the virtual normal line is inclined steeper toward the outer diameter side of the annular core, the split cores can easily be decoupled by rotating the split core around the center of rotation located outside an outer peripheral surface of the annular core.

[0018] Also, when the friction surface inclined relative to the virtual normal line is inclined steeper toward the inner diameter side of the annular core, the split cores can easily be decoupled by rotating the split core around the center of rotation located inside an inner peripheral surface of the annular core.

[0019] In the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the friction surface inclined relative to the virtual normal line is formed of a flat surface.

[0020] According to the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the friction surface is easily processed, and the friction surface can be formed with a low cost and a high accuracy.

[0021] In the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the friction surface inclined relative to the virtual normal line is formed of a curved surface.

[0022] According to the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the split cores resist interfering with each other at the time of rotating the split core and decoupling the split cores.

[0023] In the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the friction surface inclined relative to the virtual normal line is formed of a circular arc, and in the cross sectional plane perpendicular to the center axis line of the annular core, a center of the circular arc is located at: a radial end of the coupling surface or a place separated from the radial end of the coupling surface away from the connection projection and the connection recess along a radial direction of the annular core; and the coupling surface or a place separated from the coupling surface away from the connection projection and the connection recess along a circumferential direction of the annular core.

[0024] When the center of the circular arc is located in a position overlapping with the annular core, the split cores may interfere with each other at the time of rotating the split core and decoupling the split cores. However, according to the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the center of the circular arc is located at the place separated from the annular core. Consequently, at the time of rotating the split core, the split cores do not interfere with each other, and the split cores can easily be decoupled.
In the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the friction surface having a circular arc shape is located in an inner diameter side of the pair of friction surfaces, and in the cross sectional plane perpendicular to the center axis line of the annular core, a center of the friction surface is located outside an outer-diameter end of the coupling surface along the radial direction of the annular core and a place separated from the coupling surface away from the connection projection and the connection recess along a circumferential direction of the annular core.

According to the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the outer diameter side of the annular core has large working space. This provides good workability at the time of decoupling the split cores.

A method for producing an armature according to an aspect of the present invention is a method for producing an armature for an electric motor or a generator including a plurality of split cores mutually connected to form an annular core, the method including the steps of:

1. Connecting a connection projection and a connection recess formed on coupling surfaces located on both ends of each of the split cores in a circumferential direction to the connection recess and the connection projection of an adjacent one of the split cores in a die unit, thereby obtaining a first intermediate body in which the split cores are annularly connected;
2. Removing the first intermediate body from the die unit;
3. Disconnecting the connection projection from the connection recess in adjacent ones of the split cores and decoupling the split cores;
4. Winding a wire on each of the decoupled split cores; and
5. Inserting the connection projection of each of the split cores into the connection projection of the adjacent one of the split cores to reconnect the split cores, thereby obtaining the annular core, wherein, in a cross sectional plane perpendicular to a center axis line of the annular core:

- The connection projection and the connection recess have complementary configurations in which the connection projection and the connection recess are narrowed in width with distance from the coupling surfaces;
- Each of the connection projection and the connection recess includes a pair of friction surfaces extending in a direction separate from the coupling surfaces;
- At least one of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection is inclined relative to a virtual normal line that is perpendicular to a line connecting bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection; and
- At least one of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection recess is inclined relative to a virtual normal line that is perpendicular to a line connecting bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection recess.

According to the method for producing the armature according to the aspect of the present invention, the split cores have the complementary configurations in which the connection projection and the connection recess are narrowed in width with distance from the coupling surfaces, and at least one of the friction surfaces is inclined relative to the virtual normal line. This resists decoupling the split cores unless the split core is moved in the determined direction. Also, the split cores have the complementary configurations in which the connection projection and the connection recess are narrowed in width with distance from the coupling surfaces, and at least one of the friction surfaces is inclined relative to the virtual normal line. This can easily decouple the split cores without interference between the friction surfaces by moving the split core in the determined direction. Further, when the split core is moved in a direction opposite to the direction in the case of decoupling the split cores, the split cores can easily be assembled.

Accordingly, even when an unintended external force is applied at the time of removal from the die unit, the split cores resist being decoupled, and the split cores can easily be decoupled and coupled by moving the split core in the determined direction. This can increase production efficiency of the armature.

The present invention can provide the armature with increased production efficiency, and the method for producing the armature.

**Brief Description of Drawings**

Fig. 1 is a plan view showing an armature according to an embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a split core.
Fig. 3 is an enlarged plan view of a place of connection between the split cores.
Fig. 4 is a plan view of an intermediate body.
Fig. 5 is an explanatory diagram of a step of decoupling the split cores.
Fig. 6 is an explanatory diagram of a step of winding a wire on the split core.
Fig. 7 is an explanatory diagram of a step of connecting the split cores.
Fig. 8 is an enlarged plan view of a place of connection between split cores according to a first modified example of the present invention.
Fig. 9 is an enlarged plan view of a place of connection between split cores according to a second mod-
Examples of an embodiment of an armature and a method for producing the armature according to the present invention will hereinafter be described with reference to the drawings. The present invention is not limited to these illustrations, but is expressed by the claims, and is intended to include all the changes within the scope and meaning equivalent to the claims.

[0032] Fig. 1 is a plan view showing an armature 1 according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0033] As shown in Fig. 1, the armature 1 according to the embodiment has an annular core 2. The armature 1 forms an electric motor or a generator together with a rotor (not shown). The armature 1 may include, for example, a housing for receiving the annular core 2, in addition to the annular core 2. The annular core 2 has a plurality of split cores 16. The plurality of split cores 16 are mutually connected to form the annular core 2. A winding wire 5 is wound on each of the split cores 16.

[0035] Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the split core 11.

[0036] As shown in Fig. 2, the split core 11 is formed by laminating a plurality of split iron core pieces 16 and mutually caulking the split iron core pieces 16. The split iron core piece 16 can be formed by blanking, for example, an electromagnetic steel plate. The illustrated split iron core piece 16 is a plate-shaped member with substantially a T shape in plan view.

[0037] The split iron core piece 16 has caulking portions 17 with the projected back and the recessed front. As shown by a schematic sectional view in the left lower portion of Fig. 2, another split iron core piece 16 is laminated in a thickness direction (vertical direction in Fig. 2) of the split iron core piece 16, and is caulked. Then, the caulking portion 17 of the split iron core piece 16 located on the lower side is fitted into the caulking portion 17 of the split iron core piece 16 located on the upper side to mutually fix the split iron core pieces 16. In addition, the split iron core piece 16 of the lower layer has a through hole 17 located on the upper side. The caulking portion 17 of the split iron core piece 16 located on the upper side is fitted into the through hole 17.

[0038] The split iron core piece 16 integrally has a head portion 16a with substantially a circular arc shape in plan view, a shaft portion 16b extending from the head portion 16a toward the center of the circular arc, and a leg portion 16c formed on the end of the shaft portion 16.

[0039] The split core 11 integrally has a yoke portion 12 with substantially a circular arc shape in plan view, a tooth portion 13 extending toward the center of the circular arc, and a pole tooth 15 formed on the top of the tooth portion 13. The winding wire 5 is wound on the tooth portion 13.

[0040] The head portions 16a of the plurality of laminated split iron core pieces 16 form the yoke portion 12. The shaft portions 16b of the plurality of laminated split iron core pieces 16 form the tooth portion 13. The leg portions 16c of the plurality of laminated split iron core pieces 16 form the pole tooth 15. The yoke portions 12 of the respective split cores 11 are mutually coupled to form the annular core 2.

[0041] Fig. 3 is an enlarged plan view of a place of connection between the split cores 11. As shown in Fig. 3, end faces of the yoke portion 12 with the circular arc shape form a circumferential direction form coupling surfaces 21, 31. The coupling surface 21 of a split core 11a is formed with a connection projection 22, and the coupling surface 31 of a split core 11b adjacent to the split core 11a is formed with a connection recess 32.

[0042] Fig. 3 shows the place of connection between the split cores 11 in a cross sectional plane perpendicular to a center axis line C (see Fig. 1) of the annular core 2. In this cross sectional plane of Fig. 3, the connection projection 22 and the connection recess 32 have complementary configurations in which the connection projection 22 and the connection recess 32 are narrow in width with distance from the coupling surfaces 21, 31.

[0043] Here, the configuration in which the connection projection 22 is narrow in width with distance from the coupling surfaces 21, 31 refers to a configuration in which a region outwardly projected from the coupling surface 21 is tapered in the cross sectional plane of Fig. 3. The configuration in which the connection recess 32 is narrowed in width with distance from the coupling surface 31 refers to a configuration in which a region inwardly recessed from the coupling surface 31 is tapered in the cross sectional plane of Fig. 3.

[0044] The connection projection 22 includes a pair of friction surfaces 23, 24 extending in a direction separate from the coupling surface 21. Hereinafter, the friction surface near to the center axis line C of the annular core 2 is called a first inside friction surface 23, and the friction surface far from the center axis line C of the annular core 2 is called a first outside friction surface 24. The distal end of the first inside friction surface 23 is connected to the distal end of the first outside friction surface 24 by an abutment surface 25.

[0045] The connection recess 32 includes a pair of friction surfaces 33, 34 extending in a direction separate from the coupling surface 31. Hereinafter, the friction surface near to the center axis line C of the annular core 2 is called a second inside friction surface 33, and the friction surface far from the center axis line C of the annular
core 2 is called a second outside friction surface 34. The proximal end of the second inside friction surface 33 is connected to the proximal end of the second outside friction surface 34 by a bottom surface 35.

[0046] In the embodiment, all of the first inside friction surface 23, the first outside friction surface 24, the second inside friction surface 33 and the second outside friction surface 34 are formed of flat surfaces.

[0047] The first inside friction surface 23 is connected to the coupling surface 21 in a smooth circular arc state, and the first outside friction surface 24 is connected to the coupling surface 21 in a smooth circular arc state. The first inside friction surface 23 is connected to the abutment surface 25 in a smooth circular arc state, and the first outside friction surface 24 is connected to the abutment surface 25 in a smooth circular arc state.

[0048] Similarly, the second inside friction surface 33 is connected to the coupling surface 31 in a smooth circular arc state, and the second outside friction surface 34 is connected to the coupling surface 31 in a smooth circular arc state. The second inside friction surface 33 is connected to the bottom surface 35 in a smooth circular arc state, and the second outside friction surface 34 is connected to the bottom surface 35 in a smooth circular arc state.

[0049] All the friction surfaces 23, 24, 33, 34 in the embodiment refer to regions having the flat surface shapes excluding regions having the circular arc shapes.

[0050] In Fig. 3, a straight line that passes through a bottom portion of the first inside friction surface 23 and is perpendicular to a line connecting bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces 23, 24 including the bottom portion of the first inside friction surface 23 and the bottom portion of the first outside friction surface 24 is defined as a first virtual normal line PL1.

[0051] Also, a straight line that passes through a bottom portion of the first outside friction surface 24 and is perpendicular to a line connecting the bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces 23, 24 including the bottom portion of the first inside friction surface 23 and the bottom portion of the first outside friction surface 24 is defined as a second virtual normal line PL2. The second virtual normal line PL2 is parallel to the first virtual normal line PL1.

[0052] The first inside friction surface 23 is inclined relative to the first virtual normal line PL1. The first outside friction surface 24 is parallel to the second virtual normal line PL2. In addition, a straight line L in Fig. 3 is a straight line extending along the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33.

[0053] The second inside friction surface 33 is inclined relative to the first virtual normal line PL1. An inclination angle θ which the second inside friction surface 33 forms with the first virtual normal line PL1 is set at substantially the same angle as an inclination angle which the first inside friction surface 23 forms with the first virtual normal line PL1.

[0054] Also, the second outside friction surface 34 is parallel to the second virtual normal line PL2.

[0055] The first inside friction surface 23 is inclined steeper toward an outer diameter side of the annular core 2 with distance from the coupling surface 21 of the connection projection 22. Also, the second inside friction surface 33 is inclined steeper toward the outer diameter side of the annular core 2 with distance from the coupling surface 31 of the connection recess 32.

[0056] Next, a method for producing the armature 1 formed as mentioned above will be described.

(Step of forming intermediate body)

[0057] Fig. 4 is a top view of an annular intermediate body 2A.

[0058] First, the annular intermediate body 2A as shown in Fig. 4 is formed.

[0059] Split iron core pieces 16 in an annularly arranged state are blanked from a plate material, and an annular thin intermediate body including the single-layer split iron core pieces 16 is first formed. The adjacent split iron core pieces 16 are previously cut, for example, by blanking ends of each of the head portions 16a in a circumferential direction and are decoupled in a die and then are again pushed back, thereby obtaining a mutually coupled state. Next, the split iron core pieces 16 are further laminated and arranged on the annularly arranged split iron core pieces 16 to mutually caulk the split iron core pieces 16 arranged on the lower and upper sides. This work is repeated until a necessary thickness is reached, and the annular intermediate body 2A shown in Fig. 4 is obtained. Such work is done in a die unit.

[0060] In the annular intermediate body 2A obtained in this manner, split cores 11 are mutually connected by a connection projection 22 and a connection recess 32. In addition, Fig. 2 shows the situation in which the single split core 11 during production is removed, and the plurality of split cores 11 shown in Fig. 2 are annularly connected in the die unit.

(Step of removing intermediate body)

[0061] Next, the first intermediate body 2A is removed from the die unit. The first intermediate body 2A is ejected by the die unit, thereby removing the first intermediate body 2A. After the first intermediate body 2A is removed, various inspections such as a dimensional inspection or various treatments such as heat treatment are performed as necessary.

(Step of decoupling split core)

[0062] Fig. 5 shows a step of decoupling the split cores 11.

[0063] As shown in Fig. 5, the split cores 11 forming the intermediate body 2A are mutually decoupled. Concretely, in the annular intermediate body 2A, the connection projection 22 of a split core 11a is disconnected from
As shown in Fig. 3, the connection projection 22 and the connection recess 32 have the complementary configurations in which the connection projection 22 and the connection recess 32 are narrowed in width with distance from the coupling surfaces 21, 31. Consequently, in a state of connection between the split cores 11a, 11b, the state of connection between the split cores 11a, 11b is not maintained by mesh of the connection projection 22 and the connection recess 32. That is, the state of connection between the split cores 11a, 11b is not maintained by mesh of a first inside friction surface 23 and a second inside friction surface 33 and mesh of a first outside friction surface 24 and a second outside friction surface 34. The state of connection between the split cores 11a, 11b is maintained by a force of friction between the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 and a force of friction between the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34.

In order to decouple the split cores 11a, 11b as shown in Fig. 5 from the state of connection in Fig. 3, the forces of friction are simply prevented from being produced by separating the first inside friction surface 23 from the second inside friction surface 33 and separating the first outside friction surface 24 from the second outside friction surface 34. In the embodiment, the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 are inclined relative to the first virtual normal line PL1. Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 5, when one split core 11a is rotated in a direction of arrow A, the first inside friction surface 23 does not interfere with the second inside friction surface 33, and the first outside friction surface 24 does not interfere with the second outside friction surface 34. Such an operation can decouple the first inside friction surface 23 from the second inside friction surface 33 and decouple the first outside friction surface 24 from the second outside friction surface 34 without causing interference between the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 and interference between the second inside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34, thus easily decoupling the split cores 11a, 11b. Also, in the embodiment, the first inside friction surface 23 of the connection projection 22 is inclined relative to the first virtual normal line PL1, and the first outside friction surface 24 of the connection projection 22 is parallel to the second virtual normal line PL2. The second inside friction surface 33 of the connection recess 32 is inclined relative to the first virtual normal line PL1, and the second outside friction surface 34 of the connection recess 32 is parallel to the first virtual normal line PL1 and the second virtual normal line PL2.

Consequently, in the embodiment, the split core 11a is moved along the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 24, thereby enabling the connection projection 22 to be disconnected from the connection recess 32. However, when the split core 11a attempts to be moved along the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34, this movement is inhibited by interference between the split cores 11a, 11b, or action of the force of friction between the friction surfaces 23, 33 or the force of friction between the friction surfaces 24, 34. That is, a direction of disconnection of the state of connection between the split cores 11a, 11b is determined. This can easily maintain the state of connection between the split cores.

Also, in the embodiment, the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 are inclined steeper toward an outer diameter side of the annular core 2. This can easily decouple the split cores 11 by locating the center of rotation outside an outer peripheral surface of the annular core 2 and rotating the split cores 11 around this center of rotation.

As described above, according to the armature 1 and the method for producing the armature according to the embodiment, the connection projection 22 and the connection recess 32 have the complementary configurations in which the connection projection 22 and the connection recess 32 are narrowed in width with distance from the coupling surfaces 21, 31, and the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 are inclined relative to the first virtual normal line PL1. This resists decoupling the split cores 11 unless the split core 11 is moved in the determined direction (for exam-
ple, the direction of arrow A described above) in which interference between the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 and interference between the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34 do not occur.

[0076] Also, the force of friction between the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 and the force of friction between the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34 can obtain an adequate strength of connection.

[0077] This resists decoupling the split cores 11 even when the first intermediate body 2A is removed from the die unit and also an unintended external force is applied during conveyance, various inspections or various treatments after the removal.

[0078] Also, in the embodiment, when the split core 11a is rotated in the direction of arrow A, the split cores 11a, 11b can easily be decoupled. However, when the split core 11 attempts to be moved in other directions, this movement of the split core 11 is inhibited by interference between the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 or interference between the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34. That is, the direction of disconnection of the state of connection between the connection projection 22 and the connection recess 32 is determined. This can easily maintain the state of connection between the split cores 11 even when an unintended external force is applied.

[0079] Also, according to the armature 1 and the method for producing the armature according to the embodiment, the connection projection 22 and the connection recess 32 have the complementary configurations in which the connection projection 22 and the connection recess 32 are narrowed in width with distance from the coupling surfaces 21, 31, and the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 are inclined relative to the first virtual normal line PL1.

[0080] Consequently, the state of connection between the split cores 11 is not maintained by the mesh of the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33, and the state of connection between the split cores 11 is maintained by the force of friction between the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 and the force of friction between the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 33.

[0081] This can easily decouple and connect the split cores 11 by moving the split core 11 in the determined direction (for example, the direction of arrow A or arrow B described above) in which interference between the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 and interference between the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34 do not occur.

[0082] Thus, the armature 1 and the method for producing the armature according to the embodiment can easily maintain the state of connection between the split cores 11 even when the unintended external force is applied, and can easily decouple and connect the split cores 11.

[0083] Also, in the embodiment, the first inside friction surface 23, the first outside friction surface 24, the second inside friction surface 33 and the second outside friction surface 34 are formed of flat surfaces. These friction surfaces 23, 24, 33, 34 can easily be processed to be formed inexpensively with high accuracy.

[0084] In addition, in the embodiment, the force of friction between the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 and the force of friction between the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34 can easily be adjusted by the size of each of the friction surfaces, the height of the connection projection 22, and the depth of the connection recess 32. For example, increases in the height of the connection projection 22 and the depth of the connection recess 32 can increase the area of contact between the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33. An increase in the area of contact between the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34 can set a great force of friction, thereby increasing the strength of connection between the split cores 11.

[0085] The present invention is not limited to the embodiment described above, and various modified examples can be applied within the scope of the present invention.

[0086] Next, armatures according to various modified examples will be described.

[0087] Description is omitted by assigning the same numerals or signs to the same components as those of the embodiment described above.

(First modified example)

[0088] Fig. 8 is an enlarged plan view of a place of connection between split cores 11A according to a first modified example of the present invention.

[0089] In the embodiment described above, the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 are formed of the flat surfaces, but the present invention is not limited to this. As shown in Fig. 8, in the first modified example, a first inside friction surface 23 and a second inside friction surface 33 are formed of curved surfaces. Each of the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 has a circular arc shape around a point C1 located at an outer peripheral end of each of coupling surfaces 21, 31 of the split cores 11A.

[0090] According to this first modified example, the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 are formed of the curved surfaces. This can more easily avoid interference between the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 when the split core 11A is rotated to decouple the split cores 11A. In the illustrated example, when the split core...
11A is rotated in a direction of arrow G around the point C1, the split cores 11A do not interfere with each other. This can easily decouple both of the split cores 11A.

[0091] In addition, the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 may be formed of only the flat surfaces, only the curved surfaces, or the flat surface and the curved surface.

(Second modified example)

[0092] Fig. 9 is an enlarged plan view of a place of connection between split cores 11B according to a second modified example of the present invention.

[0093] The embodiment described above describes the example in which the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 located in an inner diameter side of the annular core 2 are inclined relative to the first virtual normal line PL1, but the present invention is not limited to this example. As shown in the second modified example of Fig. 9, a first outside friction surface 24 and a second outside friction surface 34 located in an outer diameter side of an annular core 2 may be inclined relative to a second virtual normal line PL2, and a first inside friction surface 23 and a second inside friction surface 33 located in an inner diameter side of the annular core 2 may be parallel to a first virtual normal line PL1. In addition, in Fig. 9, a direction in which the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34 extend is shown by a virtual line VL.

[0094] According to this second modified example, a state of connection between the split cores 11B can easily be maintained by a force of friction between the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 and a force of friction between the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34. Also, when the split core 11B is rotated in a direction of arrow D, the state of connection between the split cores 11B can be disconnected, but movement of the split core 11B in other directions is inhibited. This can easily decouple and connect the split cores 11B while preventing unintended decoupling of the split cores 11B.

(Third modified example)

[0095] Fig. 10 is an enlarged plan view of a place of connection between split cores 11C according to a third modified example of the present invention.

[0096] In the embodiment described above, only the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 located in the inner diameter side of the annular core 2 are inclined relative to the first virtual normal line PL1, but the present invention is not limited to this. As shown in the third modified example of Fig. 10, a first inside friction surface 23 and a second inside friction surface 33 may be inclined relative to a first virtual normal line PL1, and a first outside friction surface 24 and a second outside friction surface 34 may be inclined relative to a second virtual normal line PL2. The first inside friction surface 23, the second inside friction surface 33, the first outside friction surface 24 and the second outside friction surface 34 are inclined steeper toward an outer diameter side of an annular core 2 with distance from coupling surfaces 21, 31.

[0097] According to this third modified example, parallel movement of the split core 11C in a direction of arrow E can separate the first inside friction surface 23 from the second inside friction surface 33 and separate the first outside friction surface 24 from the second outside friction surface 34, thus decoupling the split cores 11C, 11C. Also, movement of the split core 11 in a direction opposite to the direction of arrow E can easily connect the split cores 11C, 11C.

(Fourth modified example)

[0098] Fig. 11 is an enlarged plan view of a place of connection between split cores 11D according to a fourth modified example of the present invention.

[0099] As shown in Fig. 11, in the fourth modified example, a first inside friction surface 23 and a second inside friction surface 33 inclined relative to a first virtual normal line PL1 are formed of curved surfaces having circular arc shapes around a point C2. In a cross sectional plane perpendicular to a center axis line C of an annular core 2, the center C2 of the circular arc is located in an outer-diameter end C3 of coupling surfaces 21, 31, or a place separated from the outer-diameter end C3 of the coupling surfaces 21, 31 away from a connection projection 22 and a connection recess 32 by a dimension b along a circumferential direction of the annular core 2 (a≥0). And, in the cross sectional plane perpendicular to the center axis line C of an annular core 2, the center C2 of the circular arc is located in the coupling surfaces 21, 31, or a place separated from the coupling surfaces 21, 31 away from the connection projection 22 and the connection recess 32 by a dimension b along a circumferential direction of the annular core 2 (b≥0).

[0100] Unlike the illustrated example, when the center C2 of the circular arc is set inside an outer peripheral surface of the annular core 2, there is a fear that the split cores 11D interfere with each other and cannot be decoupled smoothly at the time of decoupling the split cores 11D.

[0101] On the other hand, according to the fourth modified example, the center C2 of the circular arc of the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 is located in the outer peripheral surface of the annular core 2, or a place separated from this outer peripheral surface. Consequently, when the split core 11D is rotated around the center C2 of the circular arc located in the outer peripheral surface of the annular core 2 or the center C2 of the circular arc located in the place separated from this outer peripheral surface at the time of decoupling the split cores 11D, the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33 do not interfere with each other. Moreover, an outer diam-
eter side of the annular core 2 has large working space. This provides good workability at the time of decoupling the split cores 11D.

[0102] Fig. 12 is an explanatory diagram of work of connecting the split cores 11D of the fourth modified example using a jig 41. Fig. 12(a) shows a state before connection between the split cores 11D, and Fig. 12(b) shows a state after connection between the split cores 11D.

[0103] As shown in Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b), work of connecting the split cores 11D can easily be done by attaching the jig 41 to the two adjacent split cores 11D. This jig 41 includes fixing pieces 42 fixed to outer peripheral surfaces of the respective split cores 11D. The ends of these fixing pieces 42 are rotatably connected by a pin 43. In this jig 41, the center C4 of rotation in the pin 43 coincides with the center C2 of the circular arc of the first inside friction surface 23 and the second inside friction surface 33.

[0104] Thus, in the fourth modified example, when the jig 41 is attached to the adjacent split cores 11D and also the fixing pieces 42 of the jig 41 are rotated in a direction of arrow F around the pin 43, the split cores 11D can easily be connected as shown in Fig. 12(a).

[0105] This application is based on Japanese patent application No. 2015-168117 filed on August 27, 2015, the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

Industrial Applicability

[0106] The present invention provides an armature with increased production efficiency, and a method for producing the armature.

Reference Signs List

[0107]

1: ARMATURE
2: ANNULAR CORE
2A: INTERMEDIATE BODY
5: WINDING WIRE
11: SPLIT CORE
21, 31: COUPLING SURFACE
22: CONNECTION PROJECTION
23: FIRST INSIDE FRICITION SURFACE
24: FIRST OUTSIDE FRICITION SURFACE
33: SECOND INSIDE FRICITION SURFACE
34: SECOND OUTSIDE FRICITION SURFACE
32: CONNECTION RECESS
PL1: FIRST VIRTUAL NORMAL LINE
PL2: SECOND VIRTUAL NORMAL LINE

Claims

1. An armature for an electric motor or a generator, the

armature comprising:

a plurality of split cores mutually connected to form an annular core; and
a winding wire wound on each of the split cores, wherein a connection projection and a connection recess are formed on coupling surfaces located on both ends of each of the split cores in a circumferential direction to mutually connect adjacent ones of the split cores, and wherein, in a cross sectional plane perpendicular to a center axis line of the annular core:

2. The armature according to claim 1, wherein one of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection is inclined relative to the virtual normal line that is perpendicular to the line connecting bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection, and the other of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection is parallel to the virtual normal line, and
the other of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection recess is inclined relative to the virtual normal line, and
one of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection recess is parallel to the virtual normal line.

3. The armature according to claim 1, wherein the friction surface inclined relative to the virtual normal line is inclined steeper toward an outer diameter side or an inner diameter side of the annular core with distance from the coupling surfaces of the connection projection and the connection recess.

4. The armature according to claim 1, wherein the friction surface inclined relative to the virtual normal line
is formed of a flat surface.

5. The armature according to claim 1, wherein the friction surface inclined relative to the virtual normal line is formed of a curved surface.

6. The armature according to claim 1, wherein the friction surface inclined relative to the virtual normal line is formed of a circular arc, and in the cross sectional plane perpendicular to the center axis line of the annular core, a center of the circular arc is located at:

   a radial end of the coupling surface or a place separated from the radial end of the coupling surface away from the connection projection and the connection recess along a radial direction of the annular core; and

   the coupling surface or a place separated from the coupling surface away from the connection projection and the connection recess along a circumferential direction of the annular core.

7. The armature according to claim 6, wherein the friction surface having a circular arc shape is located in an inner diameter side of the pair of friction surfaces, and in the cross sectional plane perpendicular to the center axis line of the annular core, a center of the friction surface is located outside an outer-diameter end of the coupling surface along the radial direction of the annular core and a place separated from the coupling surface away from the connection projection and the connection recess along a circumferential direction of the annular core.

8. A method for producing an armature for an electric motor or a generator including a plurality of split cores mutually connected to form an annular core, the method comprising the steps of:

   connecting a connection projection and a connection recess formed on coupling surfaces located on both ends of each of the split cores in a circumferential direction to the connection recess and the connection projection of an adjacent one of the split cores in a die unit, thereby obtaining a first intermediate body in which the split cores are annularly connected;
   removing the first intermediate body from the die unit;
   disconnecting the connection projection from the connection recess in adjacent ones of the split cores and decoupling the split cores;
   winding a wire on each of the decoupled split cores; and
   inserting the connection projection of each of the split cores into the connection projection of the adjacent one of the split cores to reconnect the split cores, thereby obtaining the annular core,

   wherein, in a cross sectional plane perpendicular to a center axis line of the annular core:

   the connection projection and the connection recess have complementary configurations in which the connection projection and the connection recess are narrowed in width with distance from the coupling surfaces; each of the connection projection and the connection recess includes a pair of friction surfaces extending in a direction separate from the coupling surfaces; at least one of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection is inclined relative to a virtual normal line that is perpendicular to a line connecting bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection projection; and at least one of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection recess is inclined relative to a virtual normal line that is perpendicular to a line connecting bottom portions of the pair of friction surfaces of the connection recess.
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